
Discover the Ultimate West Facing House
Plans As Per Vastu Shastra!
Are you in the market for a new home? Perhaps you already have a plot of land
and are now tasked with designing the perfect house. If you're considering a
west-facing property, it's essential to understand the principles of Vastu Shastra
to ensure a harmonious and prosperous living environment. In this article, we will
discuss everything you need to know about west facing house plans according to
Vastu Shastra and provide you with some incredible tips and ideas to create your
dream home.

Why is Vastu Shastra Important for West Facing Houses?

Vastu Shastra is an ancient architectural science that originated in India. It offers
guidelines and principles for designing buildings to promote positive energy flow,
prosperity, and well-being. According to Vastu Shastra, different directions have
specific energies associated with them. When it comes to west facing houses,
incorporating the right elements and following Vastu principles can help balance
these energies, leading to a more auspicious and harmonious living space.

The Significance of the West Direction

In Vastu Shastra, each cardinal direction has its own unique characteristics and
influences on different aspects of life. The west direction is associated with the
element of water, symbolizing movement, emotions, and relationships. It is also
linked to the planet Saturn, which represents discipline, hard work, and stability.
When designing a house facing west, it is crucial to harness these energies
effectively, ensuring a positive impact on the occupants' lives.
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The Main Considerations for West Facing House Plans

When creating a house layout for a west facing property, several primary
considerations should be kept in mind. By adhering to these Vastu principles, you
can maximize the flow of positive energy and create a blissful living environment:

1. Entrance: The main entrance should ideally be in the northeast or northwest
direction to invite positive energy into the house. It is recommended to avoid
locating the entrance in the southwest, as it may lead to financial and health-
related issues.

2. Living Room: The living room or the main gathering area should be planned
in the northeast or northwest corner of the house. This promotes social
interaction, happiness, and overall well-being for the family.

3. Bedrooms: Bedrooms should be located in the southwest or south direction
to ensure tranquility and harmonious relationships. Avoid placing bedrooms
in the northeast corner, as it may disrupt sleep and bring unnecessary stress.
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4. Kitchen: The kitchen should ideally be positioned in the southeast corner of
the house. This encourages the flow of positive energy and abundance. It is
essential to keep the kitchen clean and clutter-free to maintain good health
and prosperity.

5. Bathrooms: Bathrooms should be constructed in the northwest or southeast
corner of the house. Ensuring proper ventilation and hygiene in bathrooms is
vital, as it contributes to the overall well-being of the occupants.

Incorporating Vastu Principles in West Facing House Exterior

While the internal layout is crucial for implementing Vastu principles, the exterior
design of the house also plays a significant role. Here are some additional tips to
ensure Vastu compliance in the overall aesthetic and construction of a west
facing house:

Facing: Ensure the main entrance faces west, bringing a harmonious flow of
energy.

Windows and Ventilation: Place windows in the northern and eastern walls
to enhance natural light and air circulation.

Garden or Greenery: Create a beautiful garden or green space in the
northeast corner, allowing positive energy to flow into the house.

Driveway: Design the driveway or parking space in the northwest corner to
attract success and prosperity.

Water Features: Incorporate a small water feature like a fountain or pond in
the northwest corner to enhance positive energy flow.

In summary, designing a west facing house according to Vastu Shastra principles
can have a profound impact on the happiness and overall well-being of its



occupants. By carefully considering the placement of rooms, entrances, and
exterior features, you can create a harmonious and auspicious living space.
Remember, a well-designed home brings joy, prosperity, and positivity to
everyone who resides within its walls. So, make sure to incorporate Vastu
guidelines when planning your west facing house, and watch as your dream
home becomes a reality!
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In this book, you get the West-facing house plans as per vastu Shastra. A West-
facing house is the one in which the main entrance door open in the West
direction. West facing house allows you to enjoy the warm evening sun. The main
advantages of the west-facing houses are, it brings more wealth and prosperity
and the owner of the house doesn’t have enemies. Also, the people who live in
the west-facing house will be prosperous in life, they are also said to be
extroverts and are loved by many people. They also make friends easily which
helps them in their business and careers. In this book, you get 110 west facing
house plans as per Vastu Shastra in different sizes. Also, you get the best ideas
to make your dream house in the west-facing direction. This book will be more
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useful for students who learn to make house plan drawing as per vastu Shastra
and the engineers who need vastu house plan ideas and also the people who
plan to build their dream house in the west-facing. They can easily pick up the
best plan in this book as per their requirements, maximum varieties of land sizes
available in this book. 1bhk, 2bhk, 3bhk, 4bhk all types of house plans attached in
this book. You get small to big house plans here.
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